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All of the artists in this show met at Bath Academy of Art, when it was situated in Corsham, Wiltshire 

and before the college merged with Bath College of Higher Education, which later became Bath Spa 

University. Since college, we have all continued to work in the arts or continued to produce work 

regularly and we have kept in touch as friends. In 2012, we got together to have a show of work at 

the Tokarska Gallery in Walthamstow, E17. Stephen Clarke wrote an essay about the work and in it 

he explained how significant it was for us as a group to remain in touch – he talked about how, at art 

college, artists are taught by artists and how this lineage links us to the history of art. “It is a vertical 

chronology stretching back in time”. 

Alongside our tutors at art college, we also have our fellow students. Clarke explains how we learn 

from them, from their work and their example too: “It is easy to label this as mere influence but in 

both cases, tutor to student and student to student, it is more a matter of dialogue. This dialogue 

does not end with college, it can last many years as can be seen with this group…” 

He goes on to note that although the work is diverse, all the work is developed in the studio from 

practical making, rather than from intellectual endeavour, although there is some of this too. We 

continue to work and exhibit in London and elsewhere, pursuing our ideas individually and together. 

We hope you enjoy the show. 

 

Stephen Clarke is a lecturer in Art and Design: Critical and Contextual Studies at the University of 

Chester. His essay “Corsham Reformed” can be read in full at Anna Bisset’s website 

www.annabisset.co.uk. 

Instagram: @corshamstudio  @annabisset9901  @iaincottonart @richardcrooks1964  

@frankgambinoart  @susanfrancescahunter  @jane_reeves_glass  @guythomassculptor  

@simon.ward.948494   

 

 

 

 

http://www.annabisset.co.uk/


Anna Bisset MA BA(hons) 

 

Rule of Six is one of a series of 6 watercolours Anna has made in response to lockdown 

and the pandemic: one of the restrictions we were obliged to follow.  

The figures were painted freely, allowing the medium to spread and flow to the extent 

that the image was almost lost. Some of the blending and merging of colour lead to a 

disintegration or distortion of the image which could stand for the disorientation of life 

during Covid, the fragility life as we know it is and how easily it can be damaged and 

destroyed.  

The watercolours were followed by a silk-screen print which reproduced the image in an 

edition of 45. This method subjects the image to a series of technical processes and 

although it is still recognisable, the new flat shapes hint at a possible future which may 

be quite different from our own. 

 

Disruption of the Everyday – Hesdin and Le Crotoy – In each painting, an image from 

a French village was overlaid with a view of the rear of a house in East London. These two 

domestic scenes lead to confusion when the artist attempts to make sense of the two 

images in one picture – the artist explores whether it is possible to express the feeling of 

disruption or confusion we feel, when the things that we take for granted are taken away 

from us? 
 

Anna is an artist and tutor within the community in Redbridge and Essex. She runs 

classes in drawing and painting, using a range of media including acrylics and 

watercolours. Anna manages art projects and exhibitions in which participants explore 

aspects of their art practice or their environment, often partnering local organisations or 

community centres. 

 

With her own artwork, she takes part in art exhibitions locally in East London and 

beyond. Anna sees her practice as a way of communicating and sharing ideas. Her aim is 

to support and be part of a growing community of artists, the visual arts being a 

significant tool for personal development and well-being. Please see Anna’s website for 

further information and examples of work. 

 

Website: www.annabisset.co.uk 

 

Instagram: annabisset9901 
 

Artworks on show: 

Rule of Six:  Watercolour, framed  £175 

Rule of Six:  Silk-screen print, framed £105   Unframed/mounted £55  Unframed/unmounted £45 

Disruption of the Everyday: Hesdin, oil on canvas  £450  

Disruption of the Everyday: Le Crotoy, oil on canvas £450 

http://www.annabisset.co.uk/


 

Iain Cotton 
 
 
Artists statement.  
 
I have been working with the language of stone for thirty years as a sculptor, carver 

and lettering artist. I am concerned with exploring our place in the world through text 

and carving and with capturing experiences of deep connection with place and the 

natural environment.  Roads, paths, journeys and human marks in the landscape are 

recurring themes. Works inventory 

 
 
Roads 1 
Kilkenny Limestone 
10 x 10 x 10 cm 

2014 
Gallery price £495 
 
Roads 2 
Kilkenny Limestone 
10 x 10 x 10 cm 
2014 
Gallery price £495 
 

River Stone  
Foraged Lias Limestone River Pebble 
13 x 10 x 7 cm 
2020 
Gallery price £375 
 
Lulworth Enso 
Foraged Blue Lias Sea Pebble 
10 x 10 x 10 cm 
2021 
Gallery Price £375 
 
The Living Mountain 
Salvaged Cumbrian Green Slate, Brick, Gold Leaf and Keim paint 
21 x 10 x 20 cm 
2019 
Gallery price £650 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Richard Crooks  

Richard Crooks studied at Bath Academy of Art and lived in Walthamstow with other alumni after 

graduation in 1987. His collages and clay sculpture are a response to the architectural styles that he 

photographed whilst cycling through parts of Nepal, India and Bangladesh as a participant in Artist in 

Residence programmes, including the Bengal Foundation in Dhaka, where he has  also participated in 

British Council projects since 2011.  

Constructed from these pictures and from the pieces that are left after cutting; components are 

woven, slashed, layered overlapped; reprinted, edited and torn away - until they rest. Pressed clay 

iterations are taken from plaster moulds that have been cast from his initial clay sculptures that are 

combined with modelled and constructed sections, in support of formal, expressive and sculptural 

considerations. Surfaces are layered with ceramic slips, acrylic and gouache. 

Crooks has recently shown in various juried open exhibitions including The Discerning Eye, Wells Art 

Contemporary, Black Swan and the Royal West of England and the, Cash is King exhibition at The 

Saatchi Gallery.  He curated  the group show Across Continents at the Walthamstow Village Window 

Gallery in Walthamstow, and had a solo exhibition  “Impressions from a Journey” at the Arts Council 

gallery, Pound Arts in Corsham, Wltshire; from where all the artists in the exhibition studied during 

the mid 1980’s.  

He is currently living in the UAE where he is working for the Ministry of Education as a Curriculum 

Specialist in Visual Arts. 

@richardcrooks1964; crooksy14@hotmail.com 

Sculpture: 

Kat’ Towers 2    £450 

Kat’ Towers 3                          £550 

Kat’ Towers 4                                          £650 

Tichu Galli Street   £700 

Out of Baisaphati   £750 

Chittagong Dream   £550 

Here or There                                          £1100 

Still in That Place   £1400 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Frank Gambino   Figure-drawing and Portraits 

 

 

 
 "When all the kids at my school stopped drawing, I just carried on". 
 
 
My pictures: 
 
Pic 1:  Barbara, 2021.  Chalk pastel pencil and chalk pastel on A3 paper. 
       Not for Sale. 
 
Pic 2:  Angelica, 2021.  Chalk pastel pencil and chalk pastel on A4 paper. 
       Not for Sale. 
 
 
Instagram: frankgambinoart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Susan Francesca Hunter 

  

 

From E17 to far flung corners of the UK. 

 

I live on the north coast of Northern Ireland, after studying in Bath I lived in Belfast and then 

Glasgow.  I studied at The Glasgow School of Art, a Diploma in Post-graduate ceramics. I 

then travelled in various cities in Europe and eventually returned to Northern Ireland. 

 

I am interested in colour, texture and tone.  I live close to the sea and even closer to a large 

area of peatland or bogland or ‘the moss’ as its sometimes called. 

During lockdown I spent a lot of time in nature and this has influenced my work and my use 

of muted colours.  The colours of the shoreline, the sky, the coastal atmosphere, the variety 

of landscapes; all these influences contribute to a desire to make! 

All pieces are high-fired stoneware and suitable for eating and drinking. 

 

1 Orange jug                         £25 

2 Green Pool vase                 £29 

3 Green Pool pot                  £39 

4 Harbour Vase                     £29 

5 Harbour Pot                       £29 

6 Shoreline Spouted Bowl     £49 

7 Shoreline Blue Bowl            £59 

8 Pink Spouted Bowl              £49 

9 Pink Shore Pot                     £39 

 

Website: https://susanfrancescahunter.com/ 

Instagram:  susanfrancescahunter 

SFH July 2021. 



Mark Mainwood 2021 

markmainwood1@gmail.com  07897 100670 

 

1984-1987 Studied at Bath Academy of Art / BA Hons Fine Art. 

1987- 1991 Moved to east London and acquired studio space in Leytonstone E11.  Work on 

hardboard, paper, canvas and reliefs in acrylic, watercolour and oils. 

Exhibitions: 

• 1989 - Whitechapel Open Exhibition (London) 

• 2012 - Corsham Re-formed (Group show)– Tokarska Gallery E17 (London) 

• 2019 – Walthamstow Art Trail E17 (London) 

• Wanstead Art Trail (London) 

After an active period making pictures after art college, I have since 1991 been working full-

time as an Occupational Therapist and taking time to bring up a family.   

My work is inspired from various sources (insects, microbiology, cacti, the sea) which are 

often then transposed within geometric structures. I use a juxtaposition of shallow space, 

shape and line to create interplay between internal and external visual spaces. These 

predominantly abstract images balance pictorial considerations such as subject, ground and 

picture plane, but hopefully also create an emotional resonance with the viewer.  

My painting ‘Yellow Sub Marina’ is directly inspired by the East Sussex coast. It is a personal 

brief specifically utilising a picture-frame acquired from my parents’ (family) home. Also 

shown are some associated preparatory works.   

‘Still Life in Lockdown’ is less characteristic of my usual work and was inspired by French 

artist Henri Rousseau and the events of the last year. In this (saccharine) scene I imagined 

Rousseau’s exotic jungle imagery reduced to an overgrown domestic garden with urban 

wildlife due to travel restrictions and lockdown.  

 

1/ Yellow Sub Marina 2021 (painting: water-based oil on board) 

2/ Sketch -Sub Marina I 2021 (water-colour on paper) 

3/ Sketch- Sub Marina II 2021 (water-colour on paper) 

4/ Sketch- Yellow Marina I 2021 (water-colour/ pencil/ tape on paper) 

5/ ‘Still Life in Lockdown’ / (‘Rousseau in Lockdown’) 2021 (Gouache / pen on paper) 

 

 

mailto:markmainwood1@gmail.com


 

 

 

Viv Oxley previously freelanced as an illustrator after completing a post-

graduate in Illustration at St Martin's School of Art.  

She works predominantly in oils, painting landscapes and the occasional still 

life and enjoys drawing and sketching in pencil. She is based in London.  

Instagram: viv_oxley 

 
 
Paintings on show: 
 
 

Bridge at Kew – oil on canvas, not for sale 
 
Lockdown Garden – pencil drawing, not for sale 
 
Walking in New Milton – oil on canvas, £375 
 
Finsbury Park, View from the Overground – pencil drawing, £195 framed  
 
View of Kenwood House – pencil drawing, £150 framed 
 

 

 

 

 



Guy Thomas  Sculptor 
 
 
 “A sense of landscape and seascape informs my work and an 
expression of elemental forces crash in.” 
 
 I've been making steel sculpture for 35 years.  
 
 I work in a direct, exploratory way. Shaping the material by forging, 
cutting out shapes then welding. Sometimes  incorporating ready made 
found objects. I often dismantle a sculpture and start again. It can be a 
long process to arrive at a finished piece. 
 
 The sculpture has to feel right. Like a poem or piece of music.  
 
 My work comes out of the tradition of British steel sculpture which 
was influenced by the American sculptor David Smith and he influenced 
the works of Anthony Caro. My tutor at college when I was at Bath 
Academy of Art, Corsham- Charles Hewlings was taught by Caro so 
there is a direct lineage. 
 
 In some of my recent series of sculptures I pay homage to Smith's 
work. I tend to make small series of sculpture which follow on from each 
other. I like to develop, explore and try to find a new language which is 
unique to me. So it's like an never ending quest to try to make something 
which feels perfect to me. 
  
 Instagram@guythomassculptor 
 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Paul Tucker 
 
Paul is a freelance photographer living and working in Walthamstow. The unique nature 
of Bath Academy of Art inspired Paul to pursue his own practice throughout his career. 
After college Paul moved to London and has since worked extensively as a 
photographer for designers, contemporary galleries and artists. His fine art work 
concerns the natural and urban landscape. His images capture a moment in time and 
this imparts his own particular sense of place. It is in the detail rather than the overall 
view that he finds meaning in his images. Taking part in the E17 Art Trail provides a 
structure for the production of new work and the opportunity to exhibit. 
 

Communal Luxury 
 
A photographic series that looks at the wealth of public art in Walthamstow, inspired by 
the Manifesto of the Federation of Artists formed during the Paris Commune of 1871. 
 
’Communal Luxury’ was a term they used to describe a society in which art would be 
integrated into public life rather than treated as a private commodity. 
 
Supporters of the Commune at the time, including William Morris, would champion the 
idea that art and beauty could flourish in everyday life. After 150 years this is still a 
possible future that needs to be embraced.  
 
Walthamstow is alive with public art. Wood Street Walls have been instrumental in 
creating the large number of murals in the borough. Further work has also been 
commissioned by Waltham Forest Council, amongst others, whilst some are not so 
official, but all make for a more colourful environment. The fact that they have existed 
and even increased during the lockdown will no doubt have lifted peoples spirits. 
 
The images try to capture this diversity and also look at the spaces they inhabit which 
give everyday scenes and objects a new relevance and history. 
 

For further information and examples of work go to www.paultucker.co.uk 
 

 

Paul Tucker Photography 

www.paultucker.co.uk 

+44 (0) 20 8521 5031 

+44 (0) 7973 325857 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.paultucker.co.uk/
http://www.paultucker.co.uk/


Simon Ward - prices 

 
 
 

 

pen and ink on paper 

Maze 

poa 

 

 

watercolour on 

paper Coast path nr 

Dartmouth 

£1100 

 

 

watercolour on 

paper Coast path nr 

Ilfracombe 

£850 

 

 

watercolour on paper 

Coast path 

£370 

 

 

watercolour on paper 

Kelston roundhill path 

£370 

 



 
 

laser print on paper 

Coast path book (to order) 

£20 +p&p 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2021 


